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when luigi arrived in the basement, he
encountered the ghosts of his pet toad, piri

piri. together, they went down a long,
creepy hallway, with luigi to find the exit.
however, somewhere along the way, luigi

became lost and wandered around
aimlessly. soon, he found himself lost in a
ghastly forest, all alone except for piri piri.
he then heard something coming toward

him, but when luigi turned around, he
noticed that there was no one in the room.

although he was being attacked by the
scary looking "thing," he guessed that it

was something made by professor gadd to
scare away the ghosts. the floor began to
shake, but then, suddenly, the room was

completely dark. the room then shook
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again, and then luigi was flung into the
darkest part of the room. he landed on a
piece of rock and pulled himself up. he

found a hand, which turned out to be that
of a strange, naked old man. luigi wasn't
frightened, however, and felt relieved to

have escaped from the gloom of the room.
he then noticed that the old man was still

in the room, and though he was a ghost, he
seemed friendly. "you're the first ghost i've
met. what's your name?" asked luigi. it just
so happened that luigi had learned of the
name of the ghost in the mansion in his
science class. he told his name to the

strange old man, who immediately thanked
him for rescuing him, and luigi told him his
name, as well. he took a quick look at his
feet to see his name painted in blood on

the ground. the old man said his name was
"uncle grimmly." "and what does 'grimmly'
mean?" luigi asked. after some hesitation,

uncle grimmly told luigi that he was a
grimmy. he then told luigi that he was a
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grimmy, but that he had always lived deep
in the forest as the chairman of the ghost

secret society, and that the members were
called grimmies. "but, if you're a grimmy,
how can you be in this haunted mansion?"
luigi asked. "i'm the grimmy of grimmy's
case! i wasn't supposed to be here, so i

sneaked into the mansion. when i entered
the attic, i saw the mansion was suddenly

struck by lightning, which created a
blackout, so i went into the breaker room

and turned on the power.
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the dark moon, which is one of the
gameplay elements, is the key plotline of

the game, and when the poltergust 3000 is
active and on the dark moon switch, it

shows a face of mario on the moon. the
dark moon, with the help of the spirits in

evershade valley, allows luigi to go to other
dimensions and transform into a clone of

his brother mario. when in clone form, luigi
can move through the dark rooms, sneak
past as other enemies, climb narrow walls

without falling, run faster, and even use his
poltergust to suck up enemies and use
them as weapons (including the super

bullet). he also has the ability to "flash"
whenever he is hit, allowing him to hide
from his enemies before attacking, or to

regenerate his hps, and he can also make
clones of his enemies. there are many

ghosts in the mansion that luigi can fight,
including the boos from the king boo's
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castle, numerous types of boos from the
loot trove, and the ghosts of the dimentio
family, and the ghosts in the evershade

valley, which includes major payne, nana,
hairary toad, bellows toad, cat mom, and
the giant, the villains of the first game. at
one point in the game, the player will be

required to save a certain amount of
money. to do so, the player must blow up
certain bombs on the map and collect the
money. some ghosts, like paynes, collect
the money and bring it into luigi's home.

when luigi goes to the back of the mansion,
he meets his brother mario for the first

time. luigi asks mario where they should
start their search, but mario says he has no

idea and then gets sucked into the
poltergust. luigi calms mario down and lets
him see what happened, and he tells mario

about the inventions the professor gave
him. mario is doubtful about it, but when

luigi hits the switch to turn on the
inventions, mario says he'll go find mario,
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and luigi witnesses him being sucked into
the poltergust as well. this leaves luigi to

find mario by himself. later, luigi finds
mario in the same room as before. luigi

gives mario the first invention, but mario
decides to stay with luigi. however, when
luigi turns on the second invention, luigi

wonders why the poltergust suddenly stops
sucking in the ghosts. the poltergust

begins to burst out with a bright light,
sucking mario and luigi into the poltergust.
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